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1. APPLICATION 

1.1 RACQ Operations Pty Ltd ABN 80 009 663 414 trading as RACQ Fuel Assist (RACQ) provides the following mobile fuel replacement 
services for a vehicle meeting the eligibility criteria described in 1.2 below (Vehicle), subject to clauses 2.2 and 2.3: 
(a) Removing the fuel from the Vehicle’s fuel tank, fuel lines and fuel filters, up to a maximum of 150 litres;  
(b) Disposing of incorrectly filled fuel;  
(c) Replacing the removed fuel with up to 20 litres of the correct fuel (unless otherwise agreed) and flushing the Vehicle’s fuel system to 

remove excess contaminants; and 
(d) Starting the engine and, where practical, road testing the Vehicle to ensure it drives, 
(the Services). 

1.2 The Services may not be suitable for all vehicles and RACQ reserves the right at any time to decline to provide Services or any part 
thereof. Without limitation, the Services are not available for the following: 
(a) a vehicle which has had water, Adblue or another contaminant added to the fuel system (Services can only be performed if petrol or 

diesel has been added to the Vehicle’s fuel system);  
(b) a vehicle which limits access to necessary components of the fuel system or which requires removal of the fuel tank or dismantling of 

the fuel system; 
(c) a vehicle that is not a motor vehicle driven on the public road that requires special licences, permits, qualifications to service. 

1.3 These terms and conditions (Terms) apply to RACQ’s provision of Services to you (the purchaser of the Services) for your Vehicle. By 
requesting that RACQ provides the Services to you, you agree to be bound by these Terms. 

1.4 You agree that these Terms may be varied, added to, or amended by RACQ at any time. RACQ will use reasonable endeavours to notify 
you of such changes to the Terms by placing a notice on its website indicating the currency date of the Terms. You will be bound by the 
Terms at the time you request that RACQ provide the Services to you. 

2. SERVICES 

2.1 If an incorrect type of fuel has been added to your Vehicle’s fuel tank, you may request that RACQ provides you the Services in respect 
of your Vehicle with the aim of restoring your vehicle to its operating state prior to the incorrect fuel being added (Request).  

2.2 If RACQ is able to assist with your Request, RACQ will travel to the Vehicle’s location and perform the Services to the extent that RACQ’s 
personnel deem appropriate in the particular circumstances. 

2.3 RACQ will use reasonable endeavours to provide the Services to assist in restoring your Vehicle to the operating state it was in prior to 
filling the vehicle with incorrect fuel. The Services do not include any mechanical diagnostic or repairs. You acknowledge that the 
effectiveness of RACQ’s Services for a Vehicle will be impacted by a range of factors beyond RACQ’s control, including: 
(a) the type of vehicle, and its sensitivity to fuel contamination; 
(b) the type of contaminant introduced to the fuel system (e.g. incorrect fuel, water, sediment); 
(c) the amount of incorrect fuel added to the fuel tank; 
(d) the length of time that the engine was running; 
(e) the amount of incorrect fuel that the engine consumed; 
(f) the extent to which the incorrect fuel can be extracted by RACQ’s equipment; 
(g) whether the Vehicle allows sufficient access to the fuel receptacles and related components; and 
(h) the condition of the Vehicle’s fuel system owing to its age, maintenance history, and other factors. 

2.4 RACQ’s determination of the appropriate Services will be based on the information you provide to RACQ about the addition of incorrect 
fuel and what RACQ’s personnel can reasonably observe from an external check of the Vehicle.  

2.5 RACQ cannot guarantee that the Services will remove the entirety of the incorrect fuel or restore your Vehicle to the state that it was in 
prior to the incorrect fuel being added. RACQ’s Services do not include removing water, ad blue, or other contaminants from the Vehicle’s 
fuel system. 

2.6 If for any reason the Vehicle’s location prevents the safe provision of the Services, or the location does not meet RACQ’s workplace health 
and safety policy, the Vehicle will need to be relocated at your expense. 

2.7 You acknowledge that RACQ will dispose of waste fuel on your behalf and that you may be liable for additional costs incurred by RACQ 
in disposing of more than 150 L of fuel.  

2.8 After extraction, all fuel removed from Vehicles becomes the property of RACQ whether salvageable or waste. RACQ shall not account 
to you for any salvage value. 

2.9 RACQ will not start the Vehicle’s engine or verify the diagnosis of incorrect fuel prior to commencing operations as standard operating 
procedure to minimise further damage occurring to the Vehicle.  

3. ROAD TESTS 

3.1 If RACQ’s personnel deem it appropriate, the Vehicle may be road tested in the immediate area of the Vehicle’s location, after the 
extraction and flushing part of the Services. 

3.2 A road test is to confirm the Vehicle’s operability only and cannot provide any indication of remaining faults which might have become 
apparent had the Vehicle been driven in excess of the speed reached or the distance travelled during any road test carried out. 

3.3 All road tests are conducted at your risk and RACQ is not responsible for any damage occurring during the road test. 
3.4 RACQ is not responsible for any valuables left in the Vehicle during the road test. 
3.5 The Vehicle will not be road tested if: 

(a) the engine does not start; 
(b) the Vehicle is not registered; 
(c) in the opinion of RACQ’s personnel, the Vehicle is not safe, not roadworthy or damage may occur; 
(d) the Vehicle’s licence class is above the RACQ personnel attending to the Request, 

4. LIABILITY AND WARRANTIES 

4.1 You acknowledge that the Services may not rectify the issues caused by filling the Vehicle with the incorrect fuel. RACQ takes all 
reasonable care to ensure that your fuel system is drained to a high standard, including flushing the fuel system with the correct fuel 
before any attempts are made by you or RACQ to start your Vehicle. However, as a result of the incorrect fuel, some damage to the fuel 
system may have occurred or could occur at a later date. You release RACQ from any and all responsibility for any damage, costs and 
loss caused by, or as a result of, the incorrect fuel or the provision of the Services, except to the extent directly caused by the negligence 
of RACQ.  

4.2 To the extent permitted by law, RACQ will not be liable to you or any third parties for any claim (whether in contract, tort including 
negligence or statute) for any loss, damage, injury or death to any person or property arising out of or relating to the products sold by 
RACQ or the Services provided by RACQ, including for any damage to the Vehicle. RACQ will not be liable in any circumstances to you 
or any third parties for any demurrage, loss of use, prospective profits or special, indirect or consequential damages. 

4.3 You agree that RACQ’s maximum liability to you is limited to the fees paid by you for the goods supplied or Services provided. If the goods 
supplied or Services provided to you are defective, RACQ shall, at its option, either resupply the goods or Services or refund the fee paid. 

4.4 RACQ gives no warranties either express or implied as to merchantability, fitness for purpose or otherwise with respect to the goods or 
Services other than as required by any applicable legislation. All warranties and conditions whether implied by statute or otherwise are 
excluded to the extent permitted by law.   

5. FEES AND PAYMENT 

5.1 You must pay for all goods and Services by a major credit card at the time of making your Request. You acknowledge and agree that any 
additional goods or Services requested may be subject to additional fees. 
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5.2 Fees for the Services may vary based on vehicle and fuel type. Details of the applicable Fees will be provided at the time of making a 
Request. All fees are subject to change without notice. 

5.3 Unless explicitly recorded in a quotation as being unlimited, the Services are limited to the removal of 150 litres of fuel from the Vehicle. 
If RACQ is required to remove more than 150 litres of fuel from the Vehicle, RACQ will charge an additional fee per litre or part thereof for 
the amount of fuel in excess of 150 litres. 

5.4 In the event that you cancel the booking with less than 4 hours’ notice, you will not be entitled to receive a refund. 
5.5 All payments required to be made by you under these Terms will be made free of any set-off, or counterclaim and without deduction or 

withholding. You agree not to seek to charge back any credit card payment. 
5.6 RACQ may, in its sole discretion, deduct or set off any amount due to RACQ by you from time to time from any monies which may become 

payable to you by RACQ.  
6. TAX 

6.1 You must pay all sales tax, excise and other taxes or duties which RACQ may be required to pay or collect in relation to the goods, 
Services or their supply to you. Any GST payable on a supply made by RACQ to you is to be paid by you. If you claim an exemption from 
duty or tax, you must give appropriate exemption documents to RACQ.  

7. PRIVACY 

7.1 We will comply with all applicable privacy legislation, including the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). 
7.2 Unless you indicate otherwise, you hereby consent to us using your personal information for the following purposes: 

(a) our internal marketing activities, including direct marketing, database compilation, analysis of demographics and the processing or 
creation of other marketing information; 

(b) customer surveys and individual follow-up calls, letters or emails enquiring as to your satisfaction with our products and services; 
(c) reminders that your vehicle may be due for a service or that your registration or insurance may be due for renewal; 
(d) advising you of information which may be relevant to you, including store closures or openings; and 
(e) advising you of offers that we feel may be of interest to you. 

7.3 If, at any time, you wish to withdraw your consent to any one or more of the above purposes, or have any questions or comments regarding 
your privacy in relation to RACQ, you can call us on 13 1905 or email us at privacy@racq.com.au.  

7.4 Personal information provided by you in relation to these Terms will be governed by RACQ’s privacy policy which can be found 
https://www.racq.com.au/privacy.  

8. GENERAL 

8.1 These Terms will be governed by the law in force in the State of Queensland, and you irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the Courts of Queensland. 

8.2 If any provision of these Terms or its application to any person or circumstance is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the provision 
shall so far as possible, be read down to such extent as may be necessary to ensure that it is not invalid, illegal or unenforceable. If any 
provision or part of it cannot be so read down, the provision or part of it shall be deemed to be void and severable and the remaining 
provisions of these Terms shall not in any way be affected or impaired. 
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